ESRC Workshop

**Estranged Bodies**

9:30–9.55: Registration Coffee/Tea

10.00 Welcome

10:15 – 11.30

**Nancy D. Campbell:** ‘Making Gender Matter: Drug–using Women, Embodiment, and the Epistemologies of Ignorance’

**Betsy Ettore:** ‘Using Women’: Embodied deviance, pollution and reproductive loss.

11:30–12:30 TABLE

12:30–1pm Table feedback

1pm–2pm lunch

2.00–3:15pm

**Nancy Halifax:** excess: knitting representative anxieties: homelessness, health and the feminine

**Kay Inckle:** ‘Normal’: Injurious Perceptions of Self–Injury.

3:15–4:15 TABLE DISCUSSION

4:15 – 5PM Table feedback

Break

Dinner 7pm
ESRC Workshop

Estranged Bodies

DAY 2

9:00 Coffee/Tea

9:30–10:45 papers 1–2

Samantha Murray: Not Just ‘Fat’ to ‘Thin’ ‘(E)Strange(d)’ Embodiment and Weight Loss Surgery

Vincent Vecchietti: Estranged Body Parts and Anomalous Organs.

10:45–11:45 TABLE DISCUSSION

11:45–12 Table feedback

12:15 – 1:15 LUNCH + coffee/tea

1:15–2:30 papers 3–4

Deborah Lynn Steinberg: The Bad Patient: Estrangement Subjects of the Cancer Culture

Lisa Blackman: Body and Society

2:30–3:30 TABLE DISCUSSION

3:30–4:00 Table Feedback

4:00 – 4:15 Break

4:15–30 Conclusion